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Archaeology

The Nunburnholme Wold iron Age settlement

Fig.18. Ageophysical survey ofaround50haacross
the hill top, using a cart mounted 4-probe array
Foerster instrument and a dual array hand held
Bartington gradiometer by James Lyall (Geophiz.
biz), Tom Sparrow and Finn Pope-Carter of Bradford University Archaeology Department with a
cart-mounted Bartington Grad601 gradiometer
array (above) revealed a a large complex consisting
of a large open area surrounded by several phases
of enclosures. This was approached by droveways
with a funnel-like entrance to the northeast. The
large dark feature in the centre is a modern filled
in chalk pit.

Fig. 19. Interpretation of the geophysical survey
by Clare Whiteley showing the main Iron Age features.

In 2014 three trenches were cut across the enclosures and droveways to find out their date and purpose (Fig. 20).

Fig, 20. Detail of the geophysical survey showing the
trenches.

Fig. 21. A section across the ditches in Trench A.
This shows that the ditch on the right is later than
the one on the left.

The ditches contained much Iron Age pottery and animal bones (Fig. 22 and 23) including cattle, sheep and pigs, some of
which were burnt, providing evidence of feasting here.

Fig. 23. Part of a large Iron Age pot from the
ditch. Note the slashed decoration on the
rim.

Fig. 22. Animal bone from the ditch.

The geophysical survey showed that there were a large number of pits in and around the enclosure complex (Fig.24). These
were used for storage and the disposal of rubbish. Research has shown that there may have been a ritual aspect to rubbish
disposal in the Iron Age and not all items may have been randomly deposited in the pits and ditches. One example was a
minature copper alloy axehead in the form of a Late Bronze Age socketed axe found in the pit excavated in Trench C (Fig. 25).
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Fig. 26. Roman pottery from Nunburnholme Wold. The grey
pottery was made around Holme-on-Spalding Moor dating
from the 3rd to 4th centuries AD and the red is from a samian
ware bowl from central France dating from the 2nd century
AD.
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